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GENERALIZATIONS  OF  RESULTS  OF  AGMON AND
NIRENBERG TO THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR

EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

MONTY J.   STRAUSS1

Abstract. Uniqueness and norm convexity for evolution

equations are investigated by using tools developed by Agmon and

Nirenberg.

We continue here our study of uniqueness for the Cauchy problem for

evolution equations begun in [7]. We investigate

Lu(x, t) = Dtu{x, t) + i(B(x, t, Dx) + iA(x, t, Dx))u(x, t)

= -i[ut(x, t) - (B(x, t, Dx) + iA(x, t, Dx))u(x, t)],

where B and A are pseudo-differential operators in the x-variables for

(x, OeÄ'xÄ1 whose principal symbols are real, Dx.=—id¡dxj, and

Dt=—idjdt. In [7], we examined the equation Lu—0 for those B that

were convolution operators in the x variables, i.e. B independent of t.

Here we will allow B to depend on x, but restrict it in another fashion.

In addition to proving uniqueness and a (sharper) norm convexity result

as in the previous investigation, we are able to deduce a formula on decay

of solutions.

Our work is based on some results of Agmon and Nirenberg ([1], [2],

[3]), which in turn are related to the Hadamard Three-Circle Theorem,

and we will only indicate how the proofs follow from their work. We use

pseudo-differential operators; for their properties see [5].

Our results are stated for single equations. They are also valid for

diagonal systems whose component equations satisfy the hypotheses.

For details see [6].
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Theorem 1. Suppose that u(x, t) e C00 (Q x [t0, r,)) with compact support

in Çlfor each fixed t, where Qc R", and satisfies

(1)   ut(x, t) - (B(x, t, Dx) + iA(x, t, Dx))u(x, t) = f,    \\f\\ <, 0(f) IMI,

where B and A are first order pseudo-differential operators whose principal

symbols are real, O is nonnegative, bounded, continuous, and integrable in t

and || ¡| = || Wlhr*)- Assume also that one of the following is valid for

te[t0, h):

(a) B is elliptic of order one; i.e. \\Av\\^C(t)(\\Bv\\ + \\v\\) for all v in

C0°°(ü), where A = (l-A)1/2, A=Laplacian;

(b) B is of order zero instead of order one;

(c) \\Btv\\^C(t)\\Bv\\ for all v in C0(Q), where Bt=dB\dt; or

(d) the principal symbol g of Bt is nonnegative.

Then if \\u(i)\\=0 for te [t0, /,), u vanishes identically in Qx [t0, fi).

Also, if IHOII^O for all te[t0, r,), then ||u(OII^IK'o)ll cxp[-p(t-t0)]
for r^f—^o-r-l, where p is a constant independent oft. Finally, ifu(t)^0

for all te [t„, t,), where io=To='<Ti = ?i> then

log moi = log «M(t0)ii ^~^'\ + log 1*01 y ~ *<;o) + n,

where k(r)=$rT exp(:fj' M(X) dX) ds, M(X) is a nonnegative, continuous,

and integrable function on [t0, tJ that is independent ofu, the + sign is used

if II«(to)II=1«(ti)II and the - sign if i|w(-7-0)ll ^ll"('ri)!U and N is a non-
negative constant independent ofu.

Proof. This result follows from Agmon and Nirenberg's work [1,

Théorème 2.1, Théorème 2.2, Proposition 2.1, Proposition 2.2] after

verification of the three principal hypotheses of Agmon and Nirenberg in

each of (a)-(d).

A-N 0. B=B++B_, where (B+v, w)=(v, B+w) and Re(5_i;, d)=0

for all v, w in C0(Q.) and each t in [t0, fj), and each of B+ and B_ are

smooth;

A-N I.    Re(B+u, B_u)^-C(t)(\\B+u\\ + \\u\\); and

A-N II. (dldt)(B+u,u)-2Rc(B+u,ut)^C(t)\\u\\(\\B+u\\ + \\u\\), or alter-

nately, |!(ß+\«||=C(||/?+MH + M|).
We may assume again that A=0 by a technique due to Egorov (see

[6], [7]). Then set B+=\(B+B*) and B_=\(B-B*), where (B*v, w)s

(v, Bw) for all smooth v and w and the hypotheses of Agmon-Nirenberg

are easily seen to be satisfied.    Q.E.D.

Remark 1. Hypothesis (c) includes the case where the principal

symbol b of B is independent of /.
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Remark 2. The convexity inequality is equivalent to the following

formula :

||«(OIISieAr||«(T0)||1-«<t,||u(r1)||a(t>,

where 0^a(?)/f 1 for r0^t/< t,, and a(i) is an integral expression. If N=0

and a is linear in t, then this would be a standard convexity result:

ll«(OII SÍ ll"(ro)l|,ri"í,/(ri-r") l|«(T1)||(t-r»,/<ri-r»),

or

log II "(Oil SÍ ((T! - í)/(ti - r„))log ||u(r0)||

+ ((í-r„)/(r1-r0))log||U(T1)||.

We may relax the restrictions on B in Theorem 1 slightly.

Proposition 2. Suppose that, instead of satisfying one of (a)-(d), B

fulfills
(e) B(x, t, Dx) = h(t)B0(x, Dx), where h(t) is a continuous nonnegative

function oft alone with zeros of finite order in [r0, ?i) such that lim(/t( h(t)¿¿

0, B0(x, Dx) is an arbitrary scalar Hermitian first order pseudo-differential

operator and, in addition to H/HSi^WIMI. the function f satisfies f=

0(h(t))for h(t)\0 and fill is integrable with respect to t for each fixed x.

Then the results of Theorem 1 remain valid.

Proof. We suppose without loss of generality that h(t0)=0, as we can

always subdivide the ¿-interval and prove the result for each subinterval

if/¡(/)=0 for some t e (t0, tx) and h(t0)^0. [If h(t) is bounded away from

0 in [i0, ij), then there is nothing to show.] We have

(2) ut(x, t) - h(t)B0(x, Dx)u(x, t) = f{x, t).

Let s(t)=pr li(X) dl. Then j is a differentiable monotone increasing

function on [f0, /,) and thus has a continuous monotone increasing

inverse t=<p(s). We also define v(x, s) = u(x, t). Then v(x, s) is Cm in

Ox [0, s(tj)) and v vanishes outside Q for each fixed s. Since u(x, t)=

v(x, pu h(X) dl\ we get

ut(x,i) = vs{x, J[W)dAJii(0
by the chain rule.

Then (2) is equivalent to

vs(x, s) - B0(x, Dx)v(x, s) =f(x, t)lh(t) =f(x, s).

Now, f(x, t)=0(h(t)) for A(f)\0 implies that ||/x(x, i)|| Ss<ï>i(*)ll«(*)ll,
where <I>, satisfies the same properties as O, and Ba(x, Dx) satisfies (c) in

Theorem 1 : the principal symbol g of B0 is nonnegative. Therefore the

results of the theorem hold with 5 replaced by t, and, since s is merely a

rescaling of the r»axis, we obtain the conclusions we desire.    Q.E.D.
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Two types of "pseudo-parabolic" equations can also be handled by the

technique of Agmon-Nirenberg.

Theorem 3. Suppose that instead of one of (a)-(d) holding, B is a

Hermitian scalar-valued elliptic second order pseudo-differential operator.

Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 are again valid.

Proof. This time we satisfy an alternative set of conditions. A-N 0,

A-N I', and A-N II, where

AN I'. || &_w ||2 5Î C(r) Il w II ( I! 5+" II+ 11 «ID replaces A-N I. We define
B+ and B__ as before: B+=%(B+B*)=B+H, where H is a first order

pseudo-differential operator, and B_=\(B—B*)=—H. Then A-N 0 is

satisfied by definition. Since B is elliptic of order two, we have

||A2w|| ̂  C0|| ß«|| + C||Ati||, where A = (1 - A)1/2,

^ C0||B+«|| + C||ff«! + C||A«||

^ CJB+hII + CJAwll.

Given f>0, we can choose C„=l/e such that ||Au||5Í£||A2w|| + CJw||.

Choose e so that Qe^ for t in [t0, ?,). Then

||A2M|| ̂ C0\\B+u\\ + Cie\\A2u\\ + CJ«|| + CJ«||;

i.e., ||A2M||<2C0||ß+M||-|-2(C£+C2)||M||. Thus

||B_m||î = (Hu, Hu) ^ C(Au, Au) = C|(A2m, u)\

<: ||A2M|| ||U|| < C||«|| (||2»+«|| + ||«||),

which is A-N I'.
For A-N II,

\\{B,)tu\\ Si C||A2w|| ̂  C\\B+u\\ + C\\u\\.

Therefore the hypotheses of Agmon-Nirenberg are satisfied and the

theorem holds.    Q.E.D.

The next result differs from Theorem 3 in that we allow second order

differentiation in t, but use only first order pseudo-differential operators.

Theorem 4.    Suppose that

¡K - 2?lW|| ̂ O(0{IKH2 + Re(BlM, u) + MB(t)(u, u)Y'\

for u e C'"{ilx [tu t2)) with compact support in O for each fixed t, where

Bx is a real first order positive semidefinite pseudo-differential operator,

<5(r) is as before, and the function MB(t), which is continuous and integrable

in t and satisfies MB(t)~>\, comes from Garding's inequality [4]:

Re(5lW, M)^-(Afw-l)||«||*. Set B=%(B1+Bt) + MB and assume more-

over that \(Btu, u)\<:C\(Bu, u)\ and \\Btu\\^C\\Bu\\.
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If \\ut\\2 + (Bu, w)=0/or some te [tlt r2), then ut=0 and (Bu, w)=0 for

all t in the interval. This implies that u(t) —constant, and since B is positive

definite, then w=0 in Q x [r,, t2).

Proof.   This is a direct result of Théorème 3.1 and Corollaire 3.1 in [1].
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